Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Understanding the Tension Force
The Tension Force or the Force of Tension is the force transmitted through a rope, cable, string or wire
pulled taut by forces acting on both ends.

FT or T [Often referred to as just “Tension.”]

•

Symbol:

•

The Tension Force, like all forces, is a vector and has both magnitude and direction.
o Direction:
! Always a pull.
! In the direction of the rope.
! In opposite directions on opposite ends of the rope.
o Magnitude: Equal in magnitude on both ends of the rope.
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Introduction to Equilibrium

An object is in equilibrium if the net force acting on the object is zero.

!

∑F =0

In other words, if you add up all of the forces acting on an object they add up to zero.
Put one more way, all the forces acting on the object balance out or cancel one another.
Because the net force, according to Newton’s Second Law, equals mass times acceleration, the
acceleration of the object must be zero. Because acceleration equals change in velocity over change in
time, the change in velocity of the object is zero. Therefore an object in equilibrium is either at rest or
moving at a constant velocity.

!
!
Δv
!
!
!
∑ F = 0 = ma ⇒ a = 0 = Δt ⇒ Δv = 0
More specifically, this type of equilibrium is called Translational Equilibrium. This means the is nonrotational equilibrium
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Examples:
Book at rest on an incline.

Vehicle moving at a constant velocity
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Do You Feel Your Weight?
No. You do not feel your weight. You feel the force normal acting on you. The normal force acting on you
is also called your “apparent weight” because it is what you feel as your weight.
The best example to illustrate this is what a scale measures when you are on an elevator.

Part 1) The elevator is accelerating upward.
Part 2) The elevator is moving upward at a constant velocity.
Part 3) The elevator is accelerating downward.
We can draw a free body diagram to analyze the situation:

∑F

y

= FN − Fg = may ⇒ FN = Fg + may

1) a > 0 then may > 0 and FN > Fg
2) a = 0 then may = 0 and FN = Fg
3) a < 0 then may < 0 and FN < Fg
in free fall: ay = −g

( )

⇒ FN = mg + m −g = mg − mg = 0 ⇒ FN = 0
This is called Apparent Weightlessness, because your force normal is zero and therefore you feel
weightless, even though there still is a force of gravity acting on you.
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
5 Steps to Solve any Free Body Diagram Problem

1) Draw the Free Body Diagram
2) Break Forces into Components
3) Redraw the Free Body Diagram
4) Sum the Forces

!

(∑ F = ma! )

5) Sum the Forces (in a direction perpendicular to the one in step 4).
For example:

1)

sin θ =

2)

O FTy
A FT
=
⇒ FT = FT sin θ & cos θ = = x ⇒ FT = FT cos θ
y
x
H FT
H FT

3)

4)
5)

∑F

y

= FN + FT − Fg = may

∑F

x

= FT − Fkf = max

y

x
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
An Introductory Tension Force Problem

mhanging = 155.0g ×

sin θ =

1kg
= 0.155kg; θ = 28°; FT = ?; FT = ?
1
2
1000g

A FT
O FT1y
=
⇒ FT = FT sin θ & cos θ = = 1x ⇒ FT = FT cos θ
1x
1
1y
1
H FT
H FT
1

1

()
mg ( 0.155 ) ( 9.81)
⇒F =
=
= 3.238854 ≈ 3.2N
sin θ
sin ( 28 )
∑ F = F − F = ma = m(0) = 0 ⇒ F − F = 0 ⇒ F
⇒ F = ( 3.238854 ) cos ( 28 ) = 2.85974 ≈ 2.9N
∑F

y

= FT − Fg = may = m 0 = 0 ⇒ FT − Fg = 0 ⇒ FT = Fg ⇒ FT sin θ = mg
1y

1y

1y

1

T1

x

T2

T1x

x

T2

T1x

T2

= FT = FT cos θ
1x

1

T2

Note: The mass hanging is an object in translational equilibrium because the net force acting on it equals zero.
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Introduction to Static and Kinetic Friction
by Bobby

Friction:
• A force that tries to prevent two surfaces from sliding relative to one another.
• Is caused by two surfaces rubbing against one another.

!
Ff .

•

The symbol for the Force of Friction is

•
•

Is a vector and therefore has both magnitude and direction.
Static:
o “lacking in movement, action, or change”.
o surfaces do not slide relative to one another.
Kinetic:
o “of, relating to, or resulting from motion”.
o surfaces do slide relative to one another.
Is not dependent on surface area.
o As surface area increases, pressure decreases and Force of Friction remains the same.

•
•

P=
•

F
A

Direction:
o ! to surfaces
o Opposes sliding/motion
o

Independent of

!
Fa

Comment from mr.p:
Newton’s Third Law states:

!
!
F12 = − F21 : for every force object 1 exerts on object 2, there is an equal but

opposite force object 2 exerts on object 1.
In Bobby’s example, the force of friction he talks about is the force of friction the ramp exerts on the block,
which is up the incline. There is also a force of friction the block exerts on the ramp, which is down the incline.
These two different forces of friction form a Newton’s Third Law Force Pair. They are equal in magnitude,
opposite in direction, and act on two different objects.
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Introduction to the Coefficient of Friction

!
!
Ff = µ FN The force of friction equals the coefficient of friction times the force normal.
The Coefficient of Friction:
• The symbol is the Greek lowercase letter mu, which is µ.
•

•

!
!
!
Ff
N
Ff = µ FN ⇒ µ = ! ⇒ = 1
FN
N

o µ is dimensionless, it has no units.
Depends on the materials the two contacting surfaces are made of.

•

From The Engineers Handbook♥: “Extreme care is needed in using friction coefficients and additional
independent references should be used. For any specific application the ideal method of determining
the coefficient of friction is by trials.”
o Coefficients of friction are experimentally determined.
o The only way to know for sure is to perform the experiment.

•

µs > µk

•

o It is harder to get an object moving than it is to keep it moving.
A typical range of values for µ is 0 – 2.
o Highest published value I have seen is 4♣, which is a bit extreme because it is for drag racing
tires on dry concrete.

♥

www.engineershandbook.com/Tables/frictioncoefficients.htm

♣

hpwizard.com/tire-friction-coefficient.html
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Understanding the Force of Friction Equation

!
!
Ff = µ FN The force of friction equals the coefficient of friction times
the force normal.

!
!
Fkf = µ k FN
!
!
!
Static Friction: Fsf ≤ µ s FN & Fsf
Kinetic Friction:

max

!
= µ s FN

Static friction example Free Body Diagram:
• The force of static friction is to the left because if there were
no friction, the book would slide to the right, so the force of
static friction is preventing the book from sliding to the right.
•
•

∑F

x

()

= Fa − Fsf = max = m 0 = 0 ⇒ Fa = Fsf

The force of static friction increase or decreases in an attempt to prevent the object from moving and,
in this case, once the magnitude of the force applied exceeds the maximum magnitude of the force of
static friction, the book starts to move and the friction switches to kinetic friction.
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Experimentally Graphing the Force of Friction

First we draw the Free Body Diagram.
Then we sum the forces in the x-direction.

∑F

x

()

= Fsf − FT = max = m 0 = 0 ⇒ Fsf = FT

Which shows that, as long as the block isn’t accelerating, the Force
of Static Friction and the Force of Tension are equal in magnitude.
Graph when the block doesn’t move.

Now I pull until the block moves. The first part is all static friction, when the block is stationary and the force of
tension equals the force of static friction. This means the maximum force of static friction is also the force of
tension. Then the block starts to move and the friction switches to kinetic. After the block starts to move, the
force of tension decreases, because the coefficient of static friction is greater than the coefficient of kinetic
friction:

µ s > µ k . This graph shows it is harder to put an object in motion than it is to keep something moving.
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Does the Book Move?
An Introductory Friction Problem
Example Problem: You apply a horizontal force of 2.0 Newtons to a
book with a mass of 0.674 kg. The values for the coefficients of friction
between the book and the incline are µs = 0.27 and µk = 0.24.
(a) Does the book move? (b) What is the acceleration of the book?

(

)

Fa = 2.0N horizontal ; m = 0.674kg; µ s = 0.27; µ k = 0.24;
(a) Does the book move?
(b) a = ?

∑F
∑F

()

y

= FN − Fg = may = m 0 = 0 ⇒ FN = Fg = mg

x

= Fa − Ff = max ⇒ Fa − Fsf

(

)(

)(

max

) (

= max ⇒ Fa − µ s FN = max ⇒ Fa − µ s mg = max

)

⇒ 2 − 0.27 0.674 9.81 = 0.674 ax ⇒ 2 −1.7852 = 0.674ax
(a) Because the net force in the x-direciton is positive, the book will move to the right.
(b) Now that the book is moving, the friction is no longer static, it is kinetic.

∑F

x

= Fa − Ff = max ⇒ Fa − Fkf = Fa − µ k FN = Fa − µ k mg = max ⇒ ax =

⇒ ax =

(

)(

)(

) = 0.61296 ≈ 0.61 m

Fa − µ k mg
m

2 − 0.24 0.674 9.81
0.674

s2
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Thomas-Palmer Physics In-Class Lecture Notes:
A Friction Review Problem - The Original Billy Bobby and Bo
Thank You, Mr. Thomas-Palmer, for these notes. (Oh wait, that’s me.)
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Everybody Brought Mass to the Party!
You have to be able to identify when mass cancels out of an equation.
Example #1:

mg cos θ − µ k mg sin θ = ma ⇒

mg cos θ µ k mg sin θ ma
−
=
⇒ g cos θ − µ k g sin θ = a
m
m
m

The “equation” is the party and the individuals are delineated by a subtraction, addition or equal sign.
“Everybody” brought mass to the party! “mgcosθ” brought mass. “µkmgsinθ” brough mass. “ma” brought mass.
Therefore we can be equitable and take mass from everybody.
Example #2:

0 = µ k mg sin θ + mgh ⇒

0 µ k mg sin θ mgh
=
+
⇒ 0 = µ k g sin θ + gh
m
m
m

Zero is nobody and because

0
= 0 , we can take mass from nobody. Everybody brought mass to the party!
m

Example #3:

1
1 2
2
mv
kx
1
mgh 2
v 2 kx 2
2
2
2
mgh + mv = 4kx ⇒
+
=
⇒ gh +
=
2
m
m
m
2 2m
1 2
kx didn’t bring mass to the party, so we can’t take mass from everybody.
2
Everybody did not bring mass to the party. !

Example #4:

1
1
mv i 2
mv f 2 mgL 1− cos θ
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
mv i = mv f + mgL 1− cos θ ⇒
=
+
⇒ v i 2 = v f 2 + gL 1− cos θ
2
2
m
m
m
2
2

(

)

(

)

(

)

Everybody brought mass to the party! "
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Determining the Static Coefficient of Friction between Tires and Snow
Example: A car with anti-lock brakes driving on snow has an initial velocity of 8.9 m/s and slows to a stop in
3.12 seconds. Determine the coefficient of friction between the tires and the snow.
Knowns:

∑F
∑F

v i = 8.9

m
; Δt = 3.12 s; v f = 0; µ s = ?
s

()

y

= FN − Fg = may = m 0 = 0 ⇒ FN = Fg = mg

x

= −Fsf = max ⇒ − µ s FN = max ⇒ − µ s mg = max

⇒ − µ s g = ax ⇒ µ s = −

ax
g

All we need is the acceleration in the x direction and we can
use our Uniformly Accelerated Motion equations to find ax.

v f = v i + aΔt ⇒ v f − v i = aΔt ⇒ a =

vf − vi
Δt

=

( ) = −2.85256 m

0 − 8.9
3.12

s2

And we can now solve for the coefficient of friction.

µs = −

ax
g

=−

−2.85256
= 0.290781 ≈ 0.29
9.81

I actually did 9 trials and the average of all nine trials gave me:

FYI:

v i = 8.9

µs

average

= 0.299972 ≈ 0.30

m 3600s
1mi
mi
1 mi
×
×
= 19.913 ≈ 20
(okay, fine. With 2 sig figs: v i ≈ 2.0 ×10
)
s
1hr
1609m
hr
hr
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
g is Positive.
http://www.flippingphysics.com/+g.html
The acceleration due to gravity, g, is positive. Here on Earth, it has a value of roughly 9.81 meters per
second squared. And, again, g is positive. However, I understand that many students question that. And I
think this is why they typically do. For the first month or so of physics class, every time we use the
acceleration due to gravity, it is as a part of the acceleration experienced by an object in free fall. We
have shown many examples of that. We have thrown a medicine ball up in the air1. We have dropped
dictionaries2. From a moving car, we have dropped a ball and had it land in a bucket3. And we have
launched a ball from a nerd-a-pult and landed the ball in a basket4. Every time we did that the
acceleration of the object in the y-direction was equal to negative 9.81 meters per second squared. So,
again, I understand, because the acceleration of the object was always negative 9.81 meters per second
squared in each of these problems, students tend to infer
that the acceleration due to gravity is also negative 9.81
meters per second squared. It is not. g is positive 9.81
meters per second squared.
Now that we have learned Newton’s Second Law, we can
better understand why g = +9.81 m/s2 near the surface of
planet Earth. Let’s begin by looking at the simple example of
a ball in projectile motion. The free body diagram of the
forces acting on any object in projectile motion has only one
force in it, the force of gravity acting straight down. When we
sum the forces in the y-direction on the ball, we get this:

In other words, the acceleration of an object in projectile motion near the surface of planet Earth equals
negative 9.81 m/s2. That free fall acceleration is caused by the force of gravity. The reason free fall
acceleration is negative, is because the force of gravity is down or toward the center of the planet.
Notice, the acceleration due to gravity, g, is not the acceleration of the object, but rather, it is the value by
which you multiply the mass of an object to get the force of gravity the Earth exerts on an object.
The acceleration of an object and acceleration due to gravity, g, are two different things: a ≠ g
An object at rest on a surface will still have the force of gravity acting on
it. You still multiply mass times the acceleration due to gravity to get the
magnitude of the force of gravity acting on the object, however, in this
case, the acceleration of the object is zero. Again, the acceleration of the
object and the acceleration due to gravity are two different things. And
the acceleration due to gravity, g, near the surface of planet Earth is
positive 9.81 meters per second squared.

1

https://www.flippingphysics.com/introduction-to-free-fall.html
https://www.flippingphysics.com/dropping-dictionaries.html
3
https://www.flippingphysics.com/projectile-motion-problem-part-1-of-2.html
4
https://www.flippingphysics.com/nerd-a-pult.html
2
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Breaking the Force of Gravity into its Components on an Incline
A book at rest on an incline has the following Free Body Diagram:
Previously we resolved the vectors into components in the x and y directions,
however, on an incline we usually resolve vectors into components which
are in the ! (parallel) and ⊥ (perpendicular) directions. The ! direction is
parallel to the incline and the ⊥ direction is perpendicular to the
incline. This means we only need to break the Force of
Gravity into components and not the Force Normal
or the Force of Static Friction.

Before we determine the
equations for the Force of
Gravity components, we
need to discuss the
angles.

θ1 is called the incline angle. θ2 is the angle between the force of gravity perpendicular and the force of
gravity. θ3 is the angle between the incline and the force of gravity. Because the incline and the force of
gravity parallel are parallel to one another, θ3 is also the angle between the force of gravity parallel and
the force of gravity.

180° = θ1 + 90° + θ 3 ⇒ 90° = θ1 + θ 3 ⇒ θ1 = 90° − θ 3 & 90° = θ 2 + θ 3 ⇒ θ 2 = 90° − θ 3 = θ1
So the incline angle and the angle we use to determine the Force of Gravity components are the same.

sin θ =

O Fg!
=
⇒ Fg = Fg sin θ ⇒ Fg = mg sin θ
!
!
H Fg

cos θ =

A Fg⊥
=
⇒ Fg = Fg cos θ ⇒ Fg = mg cos θ
⊥
⊥
H Fg

And then, of course, we should redraw the Free Body Diagram:
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Physics "Magic Trick" on an Incline
First we need the incline angle:

sin θ =

⎛ 15.9 ⎞
O 15.9cm
=
⇒ θ = sin −1 ⎜
= 13.0342°
H 70.5cm
⎝ 70.5 ⎟⎠

The mass of the block:

mblock = 121g ×

•
•

1kg
= 0.121kg
1000g

Draw The Free Body Diagram.
Break the Force of Gravity into its parallel
and perpendicular components.
Redraw the Free Body Diagram.

•

Newton’s Second Law in both directions:

∑F

!

!

⇒ Fsf = Fg

!

∑F

y

()
= ( 0.121) ( 9.81) sin (13.0342) = 0.267709 ≈ 0.268N
− F = ma = m ( 0 ) = 0 ⇒ F = F = mg cos θ
= ( 0.121) ( 9.81) cos (13.0342) = 1.15643 ≈1.16N

= Fsf − Fg = ma! = m 0 = 0 ⇒ Fsf = Fg = mg sin θ

= FN

⇒ FN = Fg

g⊥

!

⊥

N

g⊥

⊥

The “Magic Trick” math:

( ) (
)
= mcos θ = (121) cos (13.0342) = 117.883 ≈118g

m! = msin θ = 121 sin 13.0342 = 27.2894 ≈ 27.3g
m⊥

The “Floating Block” replaces the Force Normal with Force of
Tension 1 and the Force of Static Friction with Force of Tension 2.
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
An Introductory Static Friction on an Incline Problem
Example: A book is resting on a board. One end of the board is slowly raised. The book starts to slide
when the incline angle is 15°. What is the coefficient of static friction between the book and the incline?
Knowns:

θ = 15°; µ s = ?

Draw the Free Body Diagram.

Break the Force of Gravity into its components.

Redraw the Free Body Diagram.

∑F

!

()

= Fg − Fsf = ma! = m 0 = 0 ⇒ Fg = Fsf
!

!

max

⇒ mg sin θ = µ s FN

Note: The acceleration in the parallel direction is zero because this is static friction. In other words, the
book is not sliding relative to the incline yet.
We need the Force Normal.

∑F

⊥

&

()

= FN − Fg = ma⊥ = m 0 = 0 ⇒ FN = Fg = mg cos θ
⊥

⊥

mg sin θ = µ s FN ⇒ mg sin θ = µ s mg cos θ ⇒ sin θ = µ s cos θ ⇒ µ s =

( )

sin θ
= tan θ
cos θ

µ s = tan 15 = 0.267949 ≈ 0.27
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Calculating the Uncertainty of the Coefficient of Friction
Example: A book is resting on a board. One end of the board is slowly raised. The book starts to slide
when the incline angle is 15°. What is the coefficient of static friction between the book and the incline?
As shown at http://www.flippingphysics.com/static-friction-incline.html the answer is:

( )

µ s == tan θ = tan 15 = 0.267949 ≈ 0.27
The reality is that the measurements were as such:
Incline Angle Tangent of Incline Angle
(in degrees)
and µs
The average value is µ s average = 0.271855 ≈ 0.27
(6 significant digits)
13
0.230867
The standard deviation is 0.027527 ≈ 0.03
13
0.230867
(Method #2 from this WikiHow shows how to calculate standard deviation.
14
0.248328
http://www.wikihow.com/Calculate-Uncertainty)
15
0.267949
15
0.267949
Therefore the coefficient of static friction is 0.27 with an
15
0.267949
uncertainty of plus or minus 0.03: µ s ≈ 0.27 ± 0.03
16
0.286745
17
0.305731
17
0.305731
17
0.305731
1

Note: I have illustrated the uncertainty with plus or minus 1 standard deviation, this means roughly 68%
of the measurements should fall within the range 0.24 – 0.30. If you would prefer, you can use 2 standard
deviations instead. This would mean 95% of the measurements should fall within the range. Or, you could
even use 3 standard deviations. This would mean 99.7% of the measurements should fall within the
range. FYI: The symbol for standard deviation is typically a lowercase, Greek letter sigma, σ.

0.27

Number of
Standard
Deviations
(# of σ)
1

0.27

2

0.27

3

Average
Value

Uncertainty

σ = 0.027527 ≈ 0.03

( )(
)
3σ = ( 3 ) ( 0.027527) = 0.082582 ≈ 0.08
2σ = 2 0.027527 = 0.055054 ≈ 0.06

Average
Value with
Uncertainty

Value Range

0.27 ± 0.03
0.27 ± 0.06

0.24 − 0.30
0.21− 0.33

0.27 ± 0.08

0.19 − 0.35

Predicted % of
Measurements
within the
Range
68%
95%
99.7%

Also note: This way of calculating uncertainty is very useful and will be used more often as you get further
into science and engineering. However, we will not be using it very often in our algebra based physics class.

1

http://www.statisticshowto.com/68-95-99-7-rule/
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
An Introductory Kinetic Friction on an Incline Problem
Example: You place a book on a 14° incline and then let go of the book. If the book takes 2.05 seconds to
travel 0.78 meters, what is the coefficient of kinetic friction between the book and the incline?
Knowns:

θ = 14°; v i = 0; Δd! = 0.78m; Δt = 2.05sec; µ k = ?
!

Draw the Free Body Diagram.

Break Force of Gravity into its components.

Redraw the Free Body Diagram.

∑F
∑F

⊥

!

()

= FN − Fg = ma⊥ = m 0 = 0 ⇒ FN = Fg = mg cos θ
⊥

⊥

(

)

= Fkf − Fg = ma! ⇒ µ k FN − mg sin θ = ma! ⇒ µ k mg cos θ − mg sin θ = ma!
!

⇒ µ k g cos θ − g sin θ = a! ⇒ µ k g cos θ = g sin θ + a! ⇒ µ k =

g sin θ + a!
g cos θ

Now we need the acceleration in the parallel direction. Use a Uniformly Accelerated Motion equation.

2Δd!
1
1
1
Δd! = v i Δt + a! Δt 2 = 0 Δt + a! Δt 2 = a! Δt 2 ⇒ 2Δd! = a! Δt 2 ⇒ a! =
!
2
2
2
Δt 2
2 0.78
2Δd!
m
⇒ 2Δd! = a! Δt 2 ⇒ a! =
=
= 0.371208 2
2
2
Δt
s
2.05

()

µk

( )( )
( )
(9.81) sin14 + (0.371208) = 0.288326 ≈ 0.29
=
(9.81) cos14

Note: This cannot be correct because previously we determined the coefficient of static friction between
this book and this incline to be 0.27 and

µ k < µ s . The mistake we made was that the displacement in the

parallel direction is negative, which makes the acceleration negative, which changes our answer.

⇒ a! =

(2)( −0.78) = −0.371208 m & µ = (9.81) sin14 + ( −0.371208) = 0.21030 ≈ 0.21
s
(9.81) cos14
(2.05)
2

2

k
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
An incline, 2 free body diagrams, and a pulley.
What could be more fun?
http://www.flippingphysics.com/incline-masses-pulley.html
A 55 g mass is attached to a light string, which is placed over a
frictionless, massless pulley, and attached to a 199 g block which
is on a board inclined at 39.3° as shown. Assuming the block
starts at rest and the μk between the incline and block is 0.38,
how long will it take the block to move 13 cm?
Identify the 55 g mass as mass 1 and the 199 g mass as mass 2.

Now we draw the free body diagrams:
On mass 1 there is a weight or force of gravity acting down, let’s
call it weight 1, W1. There is also a force of tension acting
upward, T.
On mass 2 there is a weight or force of gravity acting down, let’s
call it weight 2, W2. There is a force normal, N, acting up and
perpendicular to the incline. There is also a force of tension
acting up the incline, T.
Because the pulley is massless and frictionless, those two forces of tension are equal in magnitude. If the
pulley had mass, the two forces of tension would not be equal in magnitude. If the pulley were not
frictionless, the two forces of tension would not be equal in magnitude. Do not worry, pulleys will have
mass and friction in later problems. J
The force of kinetic friction, fk , is parallel to the incline and
opposes motion, therefore, it is either up or down the incline. We
need to predict which direction the masses will move in order to
determine the direction of the force of kinetic friction. Let’s
predict mass 1 will move down and mass 2 will move up the
incline. Therefore, the force of kinetic friction is opposite the
direction mass 2 will move and is down the incline.
Break the Weight 2 or Force of Gravity 2 into its components.
And add the direction we think the objects will move.
Now we can begin using Newton’s Second Law and sum the forces. Whenever we sum the forces, we
need to identify:
• The object (or objects) we are summing the forces on.
• The direction we are summing the forces in.
The goal with summing the forces is to solve for the acceleration of the two masses, so we can then use
a uniformly accelerated motion equation to solve for the change in time.

At this point notice there are two unknown variables: force normal and acceleration parallel. This equation
goes in our equation holster and we move on to another net force equation.
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We now have an equation for the force normal which we can substitute into our equation holster equation.

And now we can substitute in numbers, remembering to convert all of the masses to kilograms.
Actually, technically we do not have to convert the masses to kilograms because the units for mass
cancel out of the equation, however, it is still a good habit to get into. Another smiley face à J

And we get a negative for our acceleration…
This means we predicted the incorrect direction for the masses to
move. We now need to go back, change the direction of the force
of kinetic friction, and redo the problem. Weeeeeee! Please realize
we cannot simply “make the acceleration positive” because we
have the incorrect direction for the force of kinetic friction. Here,
have two smiley faces! JJ

And now we can use a uniformly accelerated motion equation to solve for the change in time:
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Drag Force Introduction
or
Do Your Feet Affect How Far You Slide on a Water Slide?
http://www.flippingphysics.com/water-slide.html
Which will cause me to slide farther on the Plunge Peak “Green Slide” at Rolling Hills Water Park1,
pointed feet or flat feet?
The question comes down to the drag force caused by my feet:
• The Drag Force is also called a Resistive Force.
• When caused by air, the Drag Force is also called Air Resistance.

•

The equation for the drag force is:
o ρ is the density of the medium the object is moving through.
o v is the velocity of the object.
o D is the drag coefficient of the object.
o A is the cross-sectional area of the object normal (or perpendicular) to the velocity.

Be careful to realize the density is the only variable in the equation which is for the medium the object is
moving through. The other three variables have to do with the object itself.
The drag coefficient of the object is an experimentally determined value which has to do with the shape of
the object and how the medium flows around the object. The more aerodynamic an object is, the smaller
its drag coefficient.
The wooden cylinder shown in the video either has a small cross-sectional area equal to the area of the
circle, or the larger cross-sectional area equal to the length times the width of the wooden cylinder. The
cross-sectional area used depends on the direction of travel.
So, which foot position causes me to slide farther? The answer is the foot position with the smaller crosssectional area or pointed feet.

1

https://www.washtenaw.org/607/Rolling-Hills-County-Park
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
What is Terminal Velocity? How Do We Find It?
http://www.flippingphysics.com/terminal-velocity.html
If we drop an object in the vacuum you can breathe, the object is in free fall.
However, the reality is that air exists, and the object will not be in free fall.
Let’s draw a free body diagram on an object after it is released, at rest, in the air.
We can sum the forces on the object in the y-direction:

And we can solve for the acceleration of the object:

In other words, in the absence of air resistance, the object is in free fall.
When the object is first dropped, the velocity of the object is zero, therefore the force of drag acting on the
object equals zero. At that initial point:
As time goes by, the velocity of the object increases in magnitude, causing the force of drag to increase in
magnitude, causing the acceleration of the object to get closer and closer to zero.
When the force of drag has increased to the point where it is equal in magnitude to the force of gravity,
the acceleration of the object equals zero; the velocity of the object is now constant. This constant
velocity is called the terminal velocity of the object, vt. (Not to be confused with the tangential velocity of
an object which is also vt.) We can solve for the terminal velocity of the object by setting the acceleration
of the object in the y-direction equal to zero.

Please do not memorize this equation! Instead, understand how to derive it.
Let’s look at graphs of data for dropping 5 coffee filters stacked on top of one another.

Looking at the position as a function of time graph, you can see the initial slope of the best fit line of the
data equals zero because the coffee filters are initially at rest. After the coffee filters are dropped, the best
fit line slope increases in magnitude until it reaches a magnitude of roughly 3.3 m/s, the terminal velocity
of the 5 coffee filters. The velocity is negative because the coffee filters are going down. The velocity as a
function of time graph starts out at zero and decreases in value to roughly 3.3 m/s as discussed
previously.
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One thing to notice is the increase in “noise” in the data as we go from position, to velocity, to
acceleration. The position data looks quite good, the velocity data looks okay, and the acceleration data
really only approximates what we discussed. The acceleration should be zero when I am holding the
coffee filters at rest, however, clearly, I am not quite able to hold the coffee filters at rest and mild
fluctuations in the location of the coffee filters cause the acceleration to vary quite a bit. The initial
acceleration of the coffee filters should be -9.81 m/s2, however, we measure a value closer to -7.5 m/s2.
This is likely due to the “noise” in the data. We can see that the acceleration of the coffee filters does
trend toward and reach zero.
Please realize this is NOT uniformly accelerated motion.
We can use what we did before to determine the drag coefficient of the coffee filters.

And the terminal velocity of a baseball is:

Just so you know, I calculated that it would take almost 13 seconds and more than 400 meters for a
dropped baseball to get close to terminal velocity. I used Numerical Modeling to make those calculations.
An excel file showing those calculations is linked on my webpage for this video. Numerical modeling is
what we are doing next…
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
A Brief Look at the Force of Drag using
Numerical Modeling (or The Euler Method)
We did this example problem in the last lesson. Example Problem: While in a car moving at 10.0 miles per
hour, mr.p drops a ball from a height of 0.70 m above the top of a bucket. How far in front of the bucket
should he drop the ball such that the ball will land in the bucket?
Using the assumption that their was no air resistance, we used the concept of projectile motion to go from our
initial known values to determine the displacement in the x-direction to be 1.68843 meters. In the video I stated
that air resistance decreased the displacement in the x-direction by “less than 1 cm.”
Let’s talk about air resistance. When we add air resistance the object is no longer in projectile motion. In
2
other words, the acceleration in the y-direction is not a constant -9.81 m/s and the velocity in the x-direction
is not constant. In order to figure out the acceleration of the ball in both the x and y directions, we need to
draw a free body diagram of the forces acting on the ball while it is in the air.
The ball is moving to the right, so there will be a force of drag opposite that motion to
the left. The ball is also moving down, so there will be a force of drag opposite that
motion and down. These are actually the components of the net force of drag,
however, it is easier to look at the drag in this case in terms of its components.

1 2
ρ v DA , where ρ is the density of
2
the medium through which the object is moving, v is the velocity of the object, D is
called the Drag Coefficient and A is the cross sectional area of the object normal to
A typical equation for the force of drag is

Fdrag =

the direction of travel. The density of air is not constant and is dependent on
3
1
temperature and pressure, so, 1.275 kg/m is a good approximation for today. The
cross section of a sphere in any direction is a circle. The ball that I used was a lacrosse ball for which there
2
are clear specifications from which you can determine that the radius of the ball is approximately 0.031835
m and the mass of the ball is approximately 0.14529 kg.
The drag coefficient of an object is defined by NASA as “a number which aerodynamicists use to model all of
3
the complex dependencies of drag on shape, inclination, and some flow conditions.” Basically, it is an
experimentally determined number that helps determine the drag on an object and changes depending on
the shape of the object, the type of fluid flow around the object and the speed of the object. The drag
coefficient of a baseball, according to NASA, is approximately 0.3, however, this isn’t a baseball, so they alsp
4
approximate a smooth sphere (like a lacrosse ball) to have a drag coefficient of around 0.5. We will use 0.5
for the drag coefficient of our lacrosse ball.
A very important thing to notice about the drag force is that it is proportional to the square of the velocity.
This means that as the velocity changes, the drag force changes, which changes the acceleration, which
changes the velocity, which changes the drag force, which changes the acceleration, which changes the
velocity … you get my point. This is certainly not uniformly accelerated motion, UAM, and the way we have
to deal with it is by using Numerical Modeling other wise known as the Euler Method.
Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) devised this method of solving problems among other things, including finding
Euler’s number or the e number, 2.71828. Numerical Modeling or Euler’s Method uses the idea that we can
approximate the acceleration to be constant for a very short time interval and then we can use the UAM
equations for that short time interval and come up with a good approximation of the motion. The shorter the
time interval, the better the approximation.
1

http://chemistry.about.com/od/gases/f/What-Is-The-Density-Of-Air-At-Stp.htm
http://www.uslacrosse.org/portals/1/documents/pdf/about-the-sport/nocsae-ball-standards.pdf
3
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/k-12/airplane/shaped.html
4
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/airplane/balldrag.html
2
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Let’s sum the forces in the x-direction and assume vix

∑F

x

1
= −Fdrag x = max ⇒ − ρair vix2 DA = max ⇒ ax = −
2

(1.275) ( 4.4694 ) ( 0.5) (π ( 0.031835)
2 ( 0.14529 )
2

⇒ ax = −

2

mi
1hr
1609m
m
×
×
= 4.4694
hr 3600sec
1mi
s
2
2
ρair vixD (π r )

= 10.0

2m

) = −0.13953 m
s2

Now that we know the acceleration in the x-direction, we can approximate that acceleration to be constant for
th
1/100 of a second and determine vfx using a UAM equation.

v fx = vix + ax Δt = ( 4.4694 ) + ( −0.13953) ( 0.01) = 4.46805
th

m
s

To find the position in the x-direction after 1/100 of a second, we again use a UAM equation.

1
1
1
2
Δx = x f − xi = vix Δt + ax Δt 2 ⇒ x f = xi + vix Δt + ax Δt 2 = ( 0 ) + ( 4.4694 ) ( 0.01) + ( −0.13953) ( 0.01)
2
2
2

⇒ x f = 0.04469m And these become the initial velocity and initial position for the next 1/100th of a second
and we can determine the acceleration, then the final velocity, then the final position and this is why we have
spreadsheets. We can Harness the Power of Excel!!
Let’s look at the y-direction.

∑F

y

= Fdrag y − Fg =

1
1
m
2
ρair viy2 DA − mg = may ⇒ ρ ( 0 ) DA − mg = may ⇒ −mg = may ⇒ ay = −g = −9.81 2
2
2
s

So at the very, very beginning, when the initial velocity in the y-direction equals zero, then the acceleration in
2
the y-direction is -9.81 m/s , after that, the acceleration will begin to move toward zero.
th

To find the final velocity in the y-direction after 1/100 of a second, we again use a UAM equation.

v fy = viy + ay Δt = ( 0 ) + ( −9.81) ( 0.01) = −0.0981
th

m
s

To find the position in the x-direction after 1/100 of a second, we again use a UAM equation.

1
1
1
2
Δy = y f − yi = viy Δt + ay Δt 2 ⇒ y f = yi + viy Δt + ax Δt 2 = ( 0 ) + ( 0 ) ( 0.01) + ( −9.81) ( 0.01) = −4.905 ×10 −4 m
2
2
2
th

Now we move on to the next 1/100 of a second:

ρ v 2 Dπ r 2
1 2
ρ viyDA − mg = may ⇒ ay = iy
−g
2
2m
(1.275) ( −0.0981)2 ( 0.5) π ( 0.031835)2
m
⇒ ay =
− 9.81 = −9.80993 2
2 ( 0.14529 )
s

∑ F y = Fdrag y − Fg =

(

)

And again we Harness the Power of Excel!! And you can see that, when we include air resistance, the ball
will move 1.67984 and not 1.68843 meters in the x-direction. Which is a difference of:

1.68843 −1.67984 = 0.00859m ×

1000mm
= 8.59mm ≈ 9mm , which is less than 1 cm.
1m

The Excel file I refer to can be found @ www.flippingphysics.com/euler-method.html
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Demonstrating and Solving for Drag Coefficient
http://www.flippingphysics.com/drag-coefficient.html
We drop a steel sphere into water and it reaches its terminal velocity. Solve for the drag
coefficient of the steel sphere in terms of variables. Then, determine those variables and solve for
the drag coefficient.
Start by drawing the free body diagram. Force of drag is up. Force of gravity is down. By
definition, at terminal velocity the acceleration of the steel sphere will equal zero. So, sum the
forces and solve for drag coefficient:

We need the following:
• Mass of the steel sphere
• Density of water
• Radius of steel sphere
• Terminal speed of the steel sphere

We can now solve for the drag coefficient of the steel sphere:

Please realize that it would actually take a very long distance for the steel sphere to travel through the
water until it gets close to its terminal velocity. I calculated a height to drop the sphere from such that it
would be close to its terminal velocity as it went through the water.
If you drop the sphere from too high, it will be moving faster than its terminal velocity, the drag force will
be greater than the force of gravity, and the sphere will be slowing down on its way to terminal velocity.
If you drop the sphere from too low, it will be moving slower than its terminal velocity, the drag force will
be less than the force of gravity, and the sphere will be speeding up on its way to terminal velocity.
In addition, there is actually a force buoyancy acting upward on the sphere as well.
Including the force buoyancy in the calculations looks like this:
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Effects of Drag Force on Free Fall
http://www.flippingphysics.com/drag-force-free-fall.html
Let’s analyze the motion of a rubber dodgeball which was dropped from the moment it rebounds off the ground, until
the moment right before it strikes the ground again. Today we are going to include the drag force, so the ball is not in
free fall. In the past we have used this equation for drag force:
However, today we are going to use a much simpler form of the drag force equation:
Several things to notice about this equation:
•
The drag force is a vector and its direction is opposite the direction of the velocity.
•
“b” is called the proportionality constant and it has units of kg per second:

•

o
This equation is valid when a small object is moving at slow speeds.

When do we know which equation to use?
•
In order to truly determine which equation(s) is(are) valid to use for the drag force, you would need to do
experiments to test the equations.
•
As far as the AP exam is concerned, In the past, the College Board® told students what equation to use for
drag force. In other words, do not memorize either of these equations.
Let’s look at the ball as it moves upward. Notice the force of gravity and the force of drag are both down while the ball
moves upward. And, as the ball moves upward, the net force is down, causing a downward acceleration, which
means the speed of the ball will decrease. That means the drag force will decrease in magnitude, that means, as the
ball moves upward, the magnitude of the net force on the ball will decrease, and therefore, the magnitude of the
acceleration of the ball also decreases. And, at the very top of its path, we know the velocity of the ball is zero, so the
drag force is zero, so, at that instant in time, the dodgeball has an acceleration equal to negative g.
As the ball moves downward, the force of gravity is still down, however, the force of drag is now up. This means, as
the ball moves downward, the net force is down, so its speed increases, causing its drag force to increase, however,
the magnitude of the net force on the ball decreases, therefore, the magnitude of the acceleration of the ball also
decreases. That means on the way up the magnitude of the acceleration of the ball decreases to the acceleration due
to gravity and on the way down the magnitude of the acceleration continues to decrease.
Notice this means, for the same magnitude displacement in the y-direction, the time while the dodgeball is moving
upward should be less than the time for when the ball is moving downward. Think of it this way, the average
acceleration on the way up has a larger magnitude than the average acceleration on the way down. The magnitude of
the displacement in the y-direction is the same. Both have an initial or a final velocity equal to zero, therefore, a larger
magnitude acceleration means a smaller change in time.
For the dodgeball in our example, the difference only amounts to roughly 6 thousandths of a second.
For a large beach ball in a similar example, the difference is only roughly 2 hundredths of a second.
Clearly it takes larger heights, therefore faster motion, and therefore larger drag forces to cause more of a difference
between the change in time going upward vs. downward.
We can use Newton’s Second Law to determine the terminal velocity of the ball as it moves downward.

Please realize the ball in our demonstration never gets close to its terminal velocity.
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Let’s look at the graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration as a function of time for the dodgeball if it were in free
fall and compare those graphs to what they look like with a force of drag. Assume the ball is thrown upward fast
enough such that it will get close to terminal velocity on the way down.
Free Fall (no drag Force)
with Drag Force

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Symmetrical parabola
Time going up is the same as time coming
down

•
•

Slope = -9.81 m/s2
Crosses time axis at half the total time
o When the ball is at the top of its path
Initial and final velocities have the same
magnitude

•

Acceleration is uniform, slope equals 0
Free fall acceleration near Earth = -9.81 m/s2

•
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•

•
•
•

•
•

Not a symmetrical parabola
Time going up is the less than time coming
down
Final slope of the graph is terminal velocity

Initial slope has a magnitude larger than 9.81
m/s2
Crosses time axis before half the total time
o When the ball is at the top of its path
Final slope is zero
Final velocity is the terminal velocity

Initial acceleration magnitude larger than 9.81
m/s2
Acceleration at the top of the path = -g
Final acceleration approaches zero
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Deriving Drag Force Motion Equations
http://www.flippingphysics.com/drag-force-motion-equations.html
We are going to use calculus to derive the equations of motion for an object with an initial
velocity of zero and a drag force acting on it described using the equation:
Let’s define down, the direction the object is moving, as positive. Believe it or not, this
makes the math easier when we get further into the problem.
We can use Newton’s Second Law to determine the terminal velocity of the ball.

Please realize the ball in our demonstration never gets close to its terminal velocity.
We can also use Newton’s Second Law to determine the velocity of the ball as a function of time:

Actually, you do not have to use u substitution if you do not want to:
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Notice this fits our initial condition that the initial velocity equals zero:

It also gives us the same equation for terminal velocity:

And we can take the derivative with respect to time of the velocity equation to get acceleration as a
function of time:

(using the chain rule)
This fits with our initial condition that the ball starts in free fall with an acceleration of magnitude g:

And with the final condition that the ball will reach terminal velocity and have zero acceleration:

And, we can take the integral with respect to time of our velocity equation to get the position of the ball as
a function of time. Setting our initial position as zero, our initial time as zero, our final position as y and our
final time as t:
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This fits our initial condition that the initial position equals zero:

Graphing these equations to 99% of the terminal velocity looks like this:
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Flipping Physics Lecture Notes:
Deriving Drag Force Motion Equations
http://www.flippingphysics.com/drag-force-time-constant-equations.html
For a dropped object experiencing a drag force, in our previous lesson “Deriving Drag Force
Motion Equations”1, we derived the position, velocity, and acceleration as a function of time,
and the object’s terminal velocity. It is important to realize we defined down as positive.

Down is positive! ! means time constant. (and torque, sorry!)
What we are doing today is defining the time constant, !. ! is the lowercase Greek letter
“tau”. And yes, it is the same as the symbol for torque. I am sorry about that. Specifically
looking at our velocity equation:

The time constant in this equation equals the mass over the proportionality constant:
The way you determine the time constant is by figuring out what value to put in the denominator of the
exponent such that you will get negative t over time constant, !, in the exponent. There are other time
constants for other relationships, so realize the time constant only equals mass over proportionality
constant in this specific example.
Let’s determine the units2 for the time constant:
That’s right, we get seconds. Did I mention ! is called the “time constant”?

Also notice the terminal velocity is in our velocity equation:

à

But we have not actually answered the question “What is the time constant?”
Here we go. Look at what happens when we solve for the object’s velocity at one time constant or t = !.

In other words, the time constant is the time it takes for the velocity of the falling object to reach 63.2
percent of its terminal velocity. The time constant is a general way for us to define the time it takes for an
exponential equation to get to a percent of its maximum value. The time constant represents the time it
takes for a 63.2% change. We can also look at multiples of the time constant.

After 2 time constants, the velocity has reached 86.5% of its terminal velocity.
This represents, from 1 to 2 times constants, another increase of 63.2% closer to terminal velocity.
In other words:
(1 - 0.632121) = 0.367879 à 36.7879% or the amount remaining after 1 time constant.
0.367879 x 0.632121 = 0.232544 or 63.2% of the remaining amount
0.632121 + 0.232544 = 0.864665 or 86.5%
1
2

http://www.flippingphysics.com/drag-force-motion-equations.html
We derived the units for the proportionality constant in a previous lesson: http://www.flippingphysics.com/drag-force-free-fall.html
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After 3 time constants, the velocity has reached 95.0% of its terminal velocity. Again, an increase which
gets the velocity 63.2% closer to the maximum velocity, each time change of an integer multiple of the
time constant gets the value 63.2% closer to the maximum value.
And it takes roughly 6.91 time constants to reach 99.9% of its terminal velocity.

Please recognize this number of 63.2% is coming up repeatedly. For the purposes of the AP Physics C
exams, it is a number you should recognize and know how to determine:

But what does the time constant mean for acceleration? Let’s take a look:

When we recognize the initial acceleration of the object has a magnitude of g:

We can see that the acceleration has decreased from g to 0.368 g, or a decrease of 63.2%.
And here is what we get when using the time constant with position:

When we recognize the initial position of the object is 0:

We can see that the position is now 1.632 times the terminal velocity times the time constant. So, while
this does not have the same shape as velocity and acceleration, there are some similarities which are
easiest to see when we look at the graphs of these functions, starting with velocity.
We are not going to graph velocity as a function of time, instead we are going to rearrange the equation:

We have solved for velocity as a function of time divided by terminal velocity. Let’s call this a
“dimensionless velocity ratio” which we will put on the y-axis. On the x-axis let’s put time divided by time
constant or a “dimensionless time ratio”. The graph looks like this:
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Things to notice about this velocity graph:
• When time equals 1 time constant, we are at the number 1 on the x-axis.
o At this point the velocity has reached 63.2% of the terminal velocity.
o That is why the y-axis value at this point is 0.632.
• When time equals 2 times constants, the y-axis value is 0.865, because the velocity has reached
86.5% of its terminal velocity.
• When the time equals 7 time constants, the y-axis value is 0.999, because the velocity has
reached 99.9%of its terminal velocity.
• The curve has a horizontal asymptote at 1 because the maximum velocity which the object will
reach is the terminal velocity, vt , and vt / vt = 1.
Next let’s look at acceleration:

Here we graph acceleration as a function of time over acceleration due to gravity or a “dimensionless
acceleration ratio” as a function of t/! the “dimensionless time ratio”.
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Things to notice about this acceleration graph:
• After 1 time constant the y-axis is at 0.368 because the acceleration has decreased by 63.2%.
• After 7 time constants the y-axis is at 0.001 because the acceleration has decreased by 99.9%
• The curve has a horizontal asymptote of 0 because the minimum acceleration is 0 and 0/g = 0.
Next let’s look at position:

Here we graph position as a function of time over the quantity terminal velocity times the time constant or
a “dimensionless position ratio” as a function of t/! the “dimensionless time ratio”.

Things to notice about this graph:
• The initial y-axis value is zero because the initial position is zero:

•

o
The curve asymptotes to a slope of 1. In other words, as the velocity approaches its terminal
velocity, the distance traveled during each time constant approaches vt•!.

o
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